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One of the most influential books in the history of literature, recognized as the greatest literary

masterpiece in Arabic, the Qur'an is the supreme authority and living source of all Islamic teaching,

the sacred text that sets out the creed, rituals, ethics, and laws of Islam. First published in 2004, M.

A. S. Abdel Haleem's superb English translation has been acclaimed for both its faithfulness to the

original and its supreme clarity. Now Haleem's translation is published side-by-side with the original

Arabic text, to give readers a greater appreciation and understanding of the holy book.Revised for

the new edition, this translation is written in contemporary language that remains true to the

meaning and spirit of the original, making the text crystal clear while retaining all of this great work's

eloquence. It is now set page-for-page against the most widespread traditional calligraphic Arabic

text, for the benefit of Muslims who wish to make the connection between the translation and the

Arabic text, as well as Arabic readers and non-Arabs learning to read the Qur'an in Arabic. As in the

original volume, the translation is completely free from the archaisms, incoherence, and alien

structures that mar other translations. Furthermore, Haleem includes notes that explain

geographical, historical, and personal allusions as well as an index in which Qur'anic material is

arranged into topics for easy reference. His introduction traces the history of the Qur'an, examines

its structure and stylistic features, and considers issues related to militancy, intolerance, and the

subjection of women. This brilliant bilingual edition of the Qur'an is the best available

English-language translation. It has been approved by Al-Azhar University, the oldest Muslim

university and the world's leading institution for the study of Arabic and Islam.
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Review from previous edition: ''[Haleem] transforms the Holy Book's complex grammar and

structure into smooth, contemporary English mercifully free from archaisms, anachronisms and

incoherence. The result it both accessible and compelling...a remarkable achievement' (on the

Englishtranslation)" --New Statesman''a refreshing, very useful and interesting new translation ...one

of the best to have appeared in recent times'' --IMuslim News''[Haleem] has managed to transform

the complex grammar and structure of the holy book into a form of modern English which reads

easily and flows smoothly without taking liberties with the inviolable text.'' --The Economist''[Haleem]

knows the text by heart, and his intimacy with it shows in the brevity and intuitive intelligence of his

solutions.'' --Tiimes Literary Supplement''accurate, sensitive, well-annotated English translation of

the Qur'an'' --Scotland on Sunday

M. A. S. Abdel Haleem was born in Egypt, and learned the Qur'an by heart from childhood. He is

Professor of Arabic and Islamic Studies at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of

London. He is the Editor of the Journal of Qur'anic Studies.

I have many translations of the Holy Qur'an. If what you want is to actually read this great book,

there's no doubt in my mind that Haleem's is your best way in, hands down. Other translations might

be more faithful--I honestly could not say. But Question #1 is: Will you read them, or get bogged

down by archaic language? This one reads like English. Although there are cheaper editions

available from Oxford, reviewers are complaining about type size and so on. This edition is a

well-made book, with a binding sewn in signatures and a ribbon marker. At last, a Holy Qur'an,

rendered into English, worthy to hold, and inviting to read.

This edition offered a lot of really useful commentary, not only on links between the passages, but

also about historical aspects that influenced the phrasing and context in which this is written. I found

it to be a very good edition, and appreciated having access to the Arabic script parallel to the pages

I was reading. Well done, all in all.

It is quite a read. It is well written. I wanted to understand Islam better after my tour of Iraq. Also,

Islam is a talking point in some of my Sunday School classes.The beautiful cover is only a paper

jacket. That should have been disclosed in the advertisement.



big pages but a lot of pages are wasted due to usage of small font while rest of page is blank. The

translation is fine but other than the half page wastage its fine.

This edition of the Qur'an is absolutely fantastic. The book contains a copy of the original script in

Arabic and an incredibly accurate translation in English. This would be a great buy for anybody

looking to study Islam or anybody just trying to develop themselves spiritually. A very nice product,

aesthetically pleasing, and very highly recommended.

This version of the Qur'an does a wonderful job of presenting the text along with clarification on its

meaning for the English-speaking reader. If you want to know more about Islam this is a good place

to start.

One of the best, most scholarly translations currently available in English. Side-by-side Arabic and

English is practical and visually attractive.

This translation uses simple contemporaneity English language and most of the words that we

understand. At the same time the meaning remains closer to the original/classical Arabic although it

is not possible to retain the entire meaning whenever any translation is done. May Allah benefit us

all and guide us to understand and live up to the real meaning of Quran.
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